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About This Game

Imagine every time you fall asleep new adventure awaits you...
In episode 1, Kingdom of Bisera, all virgin girls mysteriously disappeared over night. It's your task to find & rescue them.

As you explore lands on your mission you will encounter various type of enemies each with his own abilities and weaknesses,
you will be able to recruit old friends and new allies.

Most hilarious NPC's in gaming history, you will enjoy many many jokes and funny quotes.

Features;
3D maps & battles

Camera and point of view variety
Episodic Story

Humor

Controls:
Movement: Arrows

Rotate: Q,E
Zoom in/out: C,V

Camera Angle: R,F
Change Camera: B

Inventory: X
Action/Use: ENTER

Plans:
Game will have 4 more episode's to complete the story, they will come as free DLC's for people who purchased the game.
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Title: The Adventurer - Episode 1: Beginning of the End
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
ZemunBRE
Publisher:
ZemunBRE
Release Date: 31 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Win 7

Processor: Pentium4

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Any integrated card with 512mb

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 250 MB available space

English
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the adventurer - episode 1 beginning of the end badge. the adventurer - episode 1 beginning of the end

I love hero siege and i think this DLC is great! Keep it up Pas studios. The puzzles solutions are not clever or creative if you
have played games like MYST it is disappointing. for example, in one case a door code is a rock formation in the backdrop, in
another the solution needs you to decode a fake language which needs you to have a pen and paper in front of you and can ten
minutes to an hour to get to the relevant clue on the monolith. The time depends less on skill and more where you start.
Some puzzles I solved by unlocking the clues or solutions with an asteroid mini game.
What wrecked the game for me was after I unlocked the solution for a couple of puzzles and had no idea how I was supposed to
have figured them out.
Get this only if you love puzzle games and don’t mind if one puzzle is a simple spot the thing, and the next needs an hour of
working with your notes.
. This was my favorite game by Humongous back in the day, and I played quite a few (with the exception of the Spy Fox series,
much to my regret). If you like point-and-click adventure games, have a kid between the agest of 3 and 8 (although some kids
might want to play this all hte way up to 10 or maybe 12), or have played this game in your childhood, you NEED this game.. I
greatly enjoyed RC2, Somehow after 3 years they have managed to make an even worse game, after delays to the release date
they give us a pro career in which you get fired for being injured? I was sceptical about the £40 price tag, and you should be too,
in no way shape or form is this worth the price, I pray for a patch to fix a lot of the issues I have with the career mode like no
player progression (except for the pro), clubs dropping all their best players to the bench and reserves, 15's teams being able to
sign and call up 7's players which vastly over rate the 15's players for some god awful reason.

Please do something about this, or you risk wrecking a potentially brilliant game.. it's not a bad game. A mix of fast strategy and
decisions, puzzle and luck. Visuals can become annoying when scoring a keycombo or killing (it feels childish, but thats just my
opinion). A nice story so far, but as usual, your enemy has always an advantage.....always. Game hangs sometimes for a little
moment (especially level loading or the extra visual comment by certain actions). After a while, i get tired of it, because of the
continuous disadvantages and my ships who don't do that much as the enemy. But it is fun while it lasted. Btw, played with
sound off, and my own music on :-). I highly recommend this small fun game. It's simple and basic but loads of fun!!!. I've
anticipated this game for awhile now and this game delivers.

This game brings back old memories with modern graphics and mechanics. I am reminded of various platform games from the
SNES days such as Tomba, Megaman, Castlevania and all of the best platformers added into 1 modern game. This is actually a
better remake of a platformer than Mighty Number 9 which was supposed to be a remake of Megaman.

This game is very impressive and I've spent over 3 hours playing this game last night without getting bored. That is an
accomplishment since I don't often spend more than 2 hrs on video games on average.

Looking forward to playing it again tonight, it's quite challenging and fun to see upgrade as you progress in this game.

The value is also great, you will not be dissapointed!. I dont understand why valve allows these trash of a game with broken
animation be sold on the steam market..
Recieved for free and played the game just for the cards.. NANI THE ♥♥♥♥?!
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This was such a great two-hour experience. I <3 you SUSAN. I love the music! Great vocals and guitar solos!
11\/10. Very difficult and painful. But it's a true Waterloo. One need to learn those tutorial video for a time before start it.
Graphic is still OK. And if have a gpu strong enough, enjoy La Grand Armee in real size!!!. Bought both games as a bundle
[Halo: Spartan Strike & Halo: Spartan Assault] for more that a fair price and I can say that my money were well spent. I must
say that was first encounter with "Halo" series and was some good experience.
A bit short campaigns but interesting ones.
First 2 top-down games in a while and I can say that was a good return to those. :))
Overall I can recommend both games if you have some spare time.. Interesting concept. I have been thinking why there aren't
more undersea games for a long time. This game is just too difficult. Too much reliance in twitchy pointlessness and too many
enemies with too little ship. It wasn't even worth the $1.00 I paid for it. There is a cheat for this impossible game, but it too
proved t be too difficult to figure out as well which seems appropriate somehow.... All you have to do is travel the entire Galaxy,
ok your ship is falling apart a bit and your mining drone is not the newest anymore. Every train has to be planned, because
everything takes on damage over time or due to external influences. You can not only repair your probe and drone, but also
expand it to get faster.

I hope that at some point more of it will appear, but then with free movement.. This game is too short and has no actual story,
sure you go to work everyday and do something but that's too less for a game

+Fast and Easy Achievements

+-Price is ok

-No tutorial makes this game very strange to play in the beginning
-Old graphics
-Lack of story

The reason why I don't recommend this game is the lack of a tutorial and story. This game has no replayability.

I don't recommend this game, but I do recommend if you only look for a fast way to complete a game with achievements
because of the low price during a sale (0,49 Euro). https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4XQUhVWtJMw

Great game to invite your friends over for some fun bants, while ruining peoples lives while they just trying to live their day to
day in the city or enjoying a lovely holiday by the pool! 6 out of 10, we will definitely be playing again.

- Big Fams Gaming
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